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(i) Abstract Complex, distributed and dynamic sets of clinical biomedical data are

collectively referred to as multimodal clinical data. In order to accommodate the

volume and heterogeneity of such diverse data types and aid in their interpretation

when they are combined with a multi-scale predictive model, machine learning is

a useful tool that can be wielded to deconstruct biological complexity and extract

relevant outputs. Additionally, genome-scale metabolic models (GSMMs) are one

of the main frameworks striving to bridge the gap between genotype and phenotype

by incorporating prior biological knowledge into mechanistic models. Consequently,

the utilization of GSMMs as a foundation for the integration of multi-omic data
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originating from different domains is a valuable pursuit towards refining predictions.

In this chapter, we show how cancer multi-omic data can be analyzed via multimodal

machine learning and metabolic modeling. Firstly, we focus on the merits of adopting

an integrative systems-biology led approach to biomedical data mining. Following

this, we propose how constraint-based metabolic models can provide a stable yet

adaptable foundation for the integration of multimodal data with machine learning.

Finally, we provide a step-by-step tutorial for the combination of machine learning

and GSMMs, which includes: (i) tissue-specific constraint-based modeling; (ii)

survival analysis using time-to-event prediction for cancer; and (iii) classification and

regression approaches for multimodal machine learning. The code associated with

the tutorial can be found at https://github.com/Angione-Lab/Tutorials_Combining_

ML_and_GSMM.

(ii) Keywords: Multi-omics, multimodal, metabolic modeling, flux balance analysis,

machine learning, data integration, cancer survival prediction.

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of next-generation sequencing technologies (also known

as high-throughput sequencing), we are currently observing an unprecedented growth

in data from various sources, accelerated by the decreased cost of sequencing [1, 2, 3].

In parallel, the expansion of patient data has enabled the growth of personalized

healthcare in the clinical field. The increasing volume and availability of samples that

are accessible for analysis and testing have widespread applications in improving

disease management, cohort discovery for clinical trials and early disease diagnosis

[4].

https://github.com/Angione-Lab/Tutorials_Combining_ML_and_GSMM
https://github.com/Angione-Lab/Tutorials_Combining_ML_and_GSMM
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One of the most eagerly anticipated applications of biomedical data analysis has been

its influence on personalized medicine in cancer treatment [5, 6]. Ever since cancer

was identified as having its roots in genetics [7], the first studies of cell replication

assumed that different gene variants were solely responsible for the development

of cancer cells [8]. Following the advancement of sequencing technologies, it was

recognized that errors in cell replication could also occur during the transcription or

translation phase, and that healthy cells were gradually malformed into cancer cells

owing to damage that arises in the genome [9]. During the multiple stages of cellular

mitosis, it was realized that many factors could influence the gene expression process

and produce errors in replication [7]. Any number of gene mutations could affect

the translation of proteins further downstream [10, 8], which was why particular

attention was paid to changes in codons that encode proteins directly involved in

metabolism and the regulation of cellular growth.

Understanding the underlying causes of the processes leading to cellular growth

malfunctions is important for devising more effective strategies to halt disease

progression. Recent computational studies have focused on mapping molecular

features for individual tumors and mutations that influenced the growth of various

cancers, including a renewed interest in cancer metabolism [11, 12]. Computational

approaches have aided companion diagnostics, supported drug development and

guided selection of personalized treatments [5, 13]. The data accumulating from these

studies has also helped to answer many questions concerning clinical and biological

research, for instance how mutations came to be and how they progressed to causing

cancer. In particular, it has been well established that cancer cells possess high

metabolic flexibility in terms of substrate utilization, which enables their sustained

proliferation and survival under fluctuating nutrient availability [14].

Within each cell, metabolism is the network of biochemical reactions that determines

function [15, 16]. With recent advances in mathematical and computational methods,
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we are now able to reconstruct all known pathways of these reactions as complete

networks spanning the entirety of metabolic functions in living organisms [15, 16, 17].

These reconstructions are known as genome-scale metabolic models (GSMMs), and

they are now becoming further enriched following the application of condition-

or patient-specific experimental data, as well as various levels of omic and splice

isoform information [18, 19]. In order to accommodate the volume and heterogeneity

of such diverse data types and aid in their interpretation when they are combined

with a multi-scale predictive model, machine learning is a useful tool that can

be wielded to deconstruct biological complexity and extract relevant outputs for

clinical biomedicine. The complementary characteristics of GSMMs and machine

learning make them suitable to be used in combination. As the features introduced

by GSMMs are fully informative, a combined approach also helps to address the lack

of interpretability associated with machine learning models in biology.

In this chapter, we process multi-omic cancer data via metabolic modeling and multi-

modal machine learning. Firstly, we focus on the merits of adopting an integrative

systems-biology approach to biomedical data mining. Following this, we propose

how constraint-based metabolic models can provide a stable yet adaptable foundation

for the integration of multimodal data with machine learning. Finally, we provide a

step-by-step tutorial for the combination of machine learning and GSMMs, which

includes: (i) tissue-specific constraint-based modeling; (ii) survival analysis using

time-to-event prediction for cancer; and (iii) classification and regression approaches

for multimodal machine learning. We envisage that this pipeline (summarized in

Figure 1) can be further adapted by users to suit their own analyses of clinical

data, with the goal of building more informative predictive models that combine the

quantitative power of machine learning with biomedical interpretability provided by

data-enriched GSMMs.
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Fig. 1 Pipeline for the integration of metabolic modeling with multimodal machine learning
and survival analysis A summary of the tutorials presented in Section 3. Multi-omic data (tran-
scriptomic, proteomic, metabolomic, etc.) can directly be used as input for multimodal machine
learning or fed into genome-scale models to generate context-specific metabolic fluxes, e.g. for
different cancer cell lines. Furthermore, the resulting fluxomic profiles can be used as input for
survival (time-to-event) prediction or machine learning analysis, using data that has been informed
by alterations in metabolic pathways.

2 Materials

2.1 Data mining in biomedicine

Initially, primary genomic analyses were characterized by the examination of DNA

or RNA sequence reads [3, 20]. Following this were secondary analyses targeting raw

sequenced data, i.e. outputs from next-generation sequencing that filtered and aligned

these reads to a reference genome in order to locate gene mutations [3, 20]. Ultimately,

tertiary analyses were regarded as the most meaningful since they targeted pre-

processed data with an emphasis on learning how genomic features were represented

by different genomic regions and how they interacted [20]. Nonetheless, all three of

these stages in genomic data analysis were necessary for scientists to develop the
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current approach that gives broader insights into the development of diseases such as

cancer.

Data analysis in biomedicine is currently driven by the need to understand the

underlying mechanisms of diseases. However, the key problem is how to extract

desirable knowledge from large and complex datasets. The challenge of managing

and integrating large, multi-dimensional datasets is still an open problem, and new

analytical tools are required to utilize these data to their full potential. Manual analysis

of data is considered to be difficult, largely ineffective and inefficient even with the

support of statistical methods [21, 22]. These problems are being alleviated by the

development of machine learning techniques that seek to interactively develop an

understanding of datasets by building predictive models that identify patterns in data

[23]. An analyst can use computational algorithms to decide how an investigation

will be performed and subsequently develop an automated process to assess the

information obtained. Thus, the model can learn from prior data as well as from the

outcomes of its analysis [24].

2.2 Constraint-based reconstruction and modeling

Although genomics and transcriptomics provide insights into the presence and expres-

sion of genes, pattern discovery and comparison only between genes is insufficient to

gather a comprehensive understanding of disease development; thus, there has been a

recent focus on the study of metabolism and metabolic networks. Studying alterations

in metabolic pathways could explain the dysfunctional growth of malignant cells in

addition to understanding the molecular mechanisms underpinning diseases [25, 26].

Systems biology has its focus on analyzing and understanding different components

and reactions in living organisms by regarding biological processes from a global per-
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spective, in order to observe connections at the level of the individual cell, organism,

or community [27, 26]. In this view, all molecules that comprise a living cell interact

to cohesively perform physiological functions [28]. Systems biology can thus be

viewed as a collaborative, interdisciplinary venture to examine changes in multiple

systems simultaneously and under different conditions [29]. Ultimately, the aim is

to improve understanding of how an organism’s genetically inherited characteristics

(genotype) affects its externally observable characteristics (phenotype) under a given

set of conditions. The need to develop new mathematical approaches to model rela-

tions between the components of a system was recognized due to the complexity of

metabolism, where metabolites are often involved in numerous chemical reactions

[30, 31]. Besides, integrating mathematical models or biological networks with addi-

tional data has been recognized as an important tool for gaining novel insights from

large amounts of new biological information [32].

Constraint-based methods are currently the most commonly used to estimate the flow

of metabolites through a metabolic network. They have also proved to be suitable for

the interpretation of omics data [33, 34] and the generation of hypotheses that can be

experimentally validated to support the improvement of precision medicine [35]. Flux

balance analysis (FBA) is currently the most popular tool used to estimate the flow

of metabolites in metabolic networks and identify the range of feasible flux values

[36, 37]. FBA calculates the rate at which compounds are consumed or produced

during metabolic reactions. This approach is based on constraints and is extensively

used for the study of GSMMs [38, 39]. The underlying idea is that constraints are

imposed on the flow of metabolites through the network by assigning a lower and

upper bound to each reaction in the network, which regulates the minimum and

maximum amount of flux that would be allowed. This feature also allows for flux

predictions based on various experimental conditions [40]. FBA also adopts two other

important principles. It is led by the assumption that the total amount of compounds
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being produced must be equal to the amount of the compounds being consumed,

known as the steady-state assumption [36]. For the purpose of mass conservation,

this theory also assumes that the fluxes are temporally invariant (do not change over

time) and spatially homogeneous.

Most applications of FBA are suitable for the analysis of fluxes in steady-state since

they cannot accurately predict the concentration of metabolites in the chemical reac-

tions without introducing additional data. In order to develop more accurate models

to record changes in metabolism over time, several dynamic flux balance analysis

(dFBA) techniques have been designed to increase the accuracy of predictions [41].

Within their computational frameworks, these approaches incorporate kinetic pa-

rameters and changes in the concentrations of specific metabolites over time. Other

methods modeling unique solutions that are more consistent with observed metabolic

states may consider conditional dependencies or thermodynamic uncertainties within

the metabolic network [42, 43, 44, 45].

2.3 Machine learning for multi-omic data integration

Machine learning can be described as a set of algorithms that improve predictive

accuracy through experience, given a certain processable input from which they are

able to learn and generalize. Beyond their predictive power, their widespread usage

in bioinformatics and computational biology is also due to the limited assumptions

they require compared to other statistical or computational approaches. This makes

them essential in a number of tasks, ranging from the understanding of RNA folding

to estimating the impact of mutations on splicing, and from the exploration of gene

expression profiles to reconstructing phylogenetic trees [46, 47, 48, 49].
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In recent years, machine and deep learning are increasingly becoming regarded as

fundamental tools for the inspection, interpretation, and exploitation of multi-omic

data, driving it several leaps forward and expected to increasingly drive it in the

near future [50, 51]. Additionally, there has been an increase in the application of

machine learning to glean more information from biological systems. This abundance

of data can only prove to be useful if utilized in a suitable manner, with the aid of

appropriate statistical techniques for analysis. A number of recent developments

in the application of machine learning to biological problems have been critically

analyzed elsewhere [52].

Large volumes of high-throughput biological data are not easily interpretable and

analyzable with classical statistical techniques alone. Relying on modern powerful

computing architectures, machine and deep learning algorithms have become the

go-to suite of methods in almost every field of data analysis. In biology, the most used

data are omics, which represent experimental profiles with large coverage over multi-

ple biological domains. The principal ‘-omic’ technologies [53] include genomics

(total gene content), transcriptomics (total mRNA transcribed from the genome), pro-

teomics (all expressed proteins), lipidomics (complete lipid profile), metabolomics

(all compounds participating in metabolic reactions), epigenomics (complete set of

heritable phenotypic changes that do not modify DNA) and many more. The most

common techniques used to acquire these data include DNA sequencing (genomics),

microarrays and RNA sequencing (transcriptomics), DNA methylation and histone

modification assays (epigenomics), and protein or metabolite mass spectrometry

(proteomics and metabolomics). Fluxomics, stemming from metabolic modelling or

metabolic flux measurements, aims to capture the in-vivo activity of the compounds

involved in metabolic pathways [54]. Since each of these data types is inextricably

linked with the others in a coherent, mechanical way, it is of paramount importance

that they can be combined in order to achieve a better understanding of the entire
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biological system. The more data types included in models, the more information is

available to trace molecular components across multiple functional states [55].

2.4 Multimodal machine learning

In Section 2.3, we discussed how omic data provide direct and convenient access to

genetic variability and cellular activity. However, these datasets can only be useful

if processed and deciphered through appropriate analytical tools. It has also been

stressed that the quality of data generated must also be high - with a sufficient

number of replicates to take account of biological variability, reduce the batch effect

and provide sufficient statistical power [56]. Consequently, the quality of available

experimental data can become a limiting factor for the predictive power of the

model. Multimodal (or multi-view) learning is a branch of machine learning that

combines multiple aspects of a common problem in a single setting, in an attempt

to offset their limitations when used in isolation [57, 58]. This could prove to be an

effective strategy when dealing with multi-omic datasets, as all types of omic data

are interconnected.

Data values may be directly concatenated as single sample matrices into one large

matrix, transformed into a common intermediate format, or analyzed separately

as multiple models with different training sets for each data-type. The stage at

which data integration is carried out for meta-dimensional analysis must be carefully

considered, as this has an impact on the transformation of data. The initial pooling

of all samples (early integration) results in increased noise unless regularization is

performed. Therefore, it is often preferable to build a similarity matrix between data

types (intermediate integration) or analyze each data type separately (late integration)

prior to the application of machine learning [59].
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Due to their versatility, multimodal algorithms could be also be utilized in a wide

range of biomedical applications involving multi-omic data. Correspondingly, the pre-

processing of features coupled with late or intermediate fusion should be preferred to

early fusion [60]. This approach, based on a combination of computational systems

biology and machine learning tools, has been shown to provide key mechanistic

insights into neurological disorders [61] and yeast cellular growth [62].

2.5 Multi-omic data integration with survival analysis

Multimodal learning has been successfully applied in a multi-omic data integration

setting also for predicting cancer survival [63]. Survival analysis, also known as

failure time analysis or time-to-event analysis, is a subfield of statistics used to

analyze and model data where the outcome is the expected duration of time until

events occur. This is commonly used in metabolic modeling to predict the effects

of metabolic changes on survival rates [64]. Survival analysis is one of the most

significant advancements in the mathematical statistics in the last quarter of the 20th

century, and is widely used in the fields of biomedical data analysis, economics,

finance, engineering and medicine [65, 66, 67, 68].

In recent years, machine learning methods have been applied to survival analy-

sis owing to their capability of modeling non-linear relationships and achieving

high-quality predictions. Jhajharia et al. recognized the difficulties associated with

predicting statistics for cancer survival [64]; as a consequence, they calculated sur-

vival rates based on a sample of 683 cases by applying five different data mining

algorithms (Naive Bayes classification, decision trees, IBK, support vector machine

with sequential minimal optimization, and OneR). They compared the performance

of these methods and reported on their precision, concluding that the multifactorial
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modality of breast cancer necessitated a separate predictive factor study for assessing

survivability.

The main challenge associated with combining survival analysis with machine learn-

ing is when some instances do not experience any event after a certain time period.

This is known as censoring, and can be resolved by using data transformation tech-

niques such as uncensoring or calibration [69]. Time estimation of the model can

also prove to be unreliable. In fact, during the study of a survival analysis problem,

it is possible that events of interest are not observed in some instances. This might

occur because of the limited observation time-window, or because the subject left the

study prior to experiencing the event.

2.5.1 Evaluation metrics for survival analysis

Machine learning is effective when the dataset contains a large number of instances in

a reasonable dimensional feature space, which is not always the case when working

with survival data [70]. For this reason, machine learning methods and performance

evaluation metrics must be carefully tailored to develop an accurate model for survival

prediction. Due to the presence of censoring in survival data, the standard evaluation

metrics such as root of mean squared error and R2 are not suitable for measuring the

model performance in survival analysis. Instead, more specialized metrics need to be

applied such as the Concordance index (C-index), Brier Score and Mean Absolute

Error.
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C- Index

A common way to evaluate a survival model is to consider the relative risk of an

event for different instances rather than the absolute survival times for each instance.

This can be achieved by using the C-index [71], which calculates the percentage

of “concordant” (i.e. correctly ordered) pairs among all feasible evaluation pairs.

A comparable pair is said to be concordant if the sample with a higher estimated

risk score within each pair has a shorter actual survival time. Considering both the

observation and prediction values of two instances, (yA, ŷA) and (yB, ŷB), where yi

and ŷi represent the actual observation time and the predicted value respectively, the

concordance probability between them is computed as:

c = Pr(ŷA > ŷB|yA > yB) (1)

In this instance, if patient A’s actual event happens before that of patient B and the

predicted event time for A is before that of B, this pair is considered a concordant

pair (regardless of how long before B the event A actually happened).

Brier Score

The Brier score [72] was initially developed to predict the inaccuracy of probabilistic

forecasts. It can only be used to evaluate prediction models that have probabilistic

outcomes (i.e. where the outcome is in the range [0, 1] and the sum of all the possible

outcomes for a certain individual is equal to 1). The empirical definition of the Brier

score at the specific time t can be given by:

BS(t) =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

[ŷ(t)i− y(t)i]
2, (2)
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where ŷ(t)i is the predicted outcome and y(t)i is the actual outcome at time t.

Brier score can be adapted as a performance metric for survival analysis by including

a weight variable wi(t) defined as:

wi(t) =


δi/G(yi) if yi ≤ t

1/G(yi) if yi > t
(3)

where δi is the binary event indicator (i.e. δi = 1 if instance i is uncensored and δi

= 0 otherwise). G is the Kaplan-Meier estimator of the censoring distribution using

the actual outcome yi, i = 1, ...,N. With this distribution, the weights of censored

instances before t will be 0. However, they will contribute indirectly to the calculation

of the Brier score since they are used to calculate G.

Using the weight variable w in Eq. 3, the individual contributions to the empirical

Brier score can be re-weighted according to the censored information as follows:

BSw(t) =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

wi(t)[ŷ(t)i− y(t)i]
2 (4)

Mean Absolute Error

In survival analysis, the mean absolute error (MAE) is defined as an average of the

differences between the predicted time values and the observed time values. MAE

can be calculated using the formula below:

MAE =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

(δi|yi− ŷi|) (5)
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where yi and ŷi represent the actual observation time and the predicted time, respec-

tively. Since δi = 0 for censored instances, only the samples for which the event

occurs are being considered in this metric. For this reason, MAE can be only be

used to evaluate models that provide the same event time as the predicted target

value (such as accelerated failure time models, which describe the survival time as a

function of covariates [73]).

2.6 Multi-omic analysis using deep neural networks

Inspired by neuroscience, neural networks are weighted graphs in which each input

node is connected to one or more output nodes via a hidden layer that enables the

prediction of non-linear relationships between the input and output variable(s) [74].

Deep neural networks contain multiple hidden layers comprising of many units,

making them more applicable for representing functions of increasing complexity

[75]. Among the most common and successful integrative deep learning architectures

are the autoencoders: they are artificial neural networks composed of two parts -

an encoder and a decoder. The encoder tries to compress the information onto a

lower-dimensional space in order to retain only the relevant features of the data,

while the decoder controls this process indirectly. This is because the decoder has

to reconstruct the input data starting from their compressed representation, which

is only possible when the important information regarding them has been retained.

Autoencoders have been used successfully in classification settings [76, 77] (for a

more complete overview on integration with variational autoencoders, the reader is

referred to recent reviews [78, 79]).

Following technological advances in computing power, deep neural networks are

becoming more commonly used, and currently represent the state-of-the-art perfor-
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mance for many different tasks. For instance, tasks such as integrative clustering [80],

drug response prediction [81], cancer survival prediction [82], cancer subtyping [83]

and psychiatric disease risk prediction [84] have been successfully tackled with deep

neural networks. The flexibility of neural networks means that, in theory, they can

approximate any arbitrary function - provided that they contain a sufficient number

of computational units (nodes) and network depths (layers). However, this often

results in networks exploiting high computational predictive power at the expense of

interpretability. Although some steps have been taken towards the development of an

interpretative framework [85, 62], a definitive approach has not yet taken hold.

2.7 Multimodal GSMMs - merging metabolic analyses with

machine learning

Although results from integrating machine learning into biological models seem

promising, there is still much leeway for improvements with regards to refining

phenotypic predictions. With this in mind, we argue that GSMMs can be used both as

a foundation for the integration of multi-omic data originating from different domains

and as a source of interpretable features for machine learning algorithms. Cuperlovic

[86] summarized the main prerequisites essential for the successful implementation of

machine learning as follows: the proper selection of learning attributes, construction

of training and test sets, selection of the appropriate learning algorithm(s), careful

design of the learning approach and an accurate evaluation of predictive performance.

Consequently, it is important to consider how these key attributes can be adhered to

when considering the application of machine learning to GSMMs.

GSMMs are one of the main frameworks striving to bridge the gap between genotype

and phenotype by incorporating prior biological knowledge into mechanistic models,
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but they require additional quantitative power to refine parameters within feasible

limits and increase predictive performance [87]. On the other hand, machine learning

algorithms suffer from a lack of biological interpretability in spite of their optimal

predictive power. It is important to note that biological interpretability does not only

depend on the data-driven models but extends to the preprocessing of their inputs.

It must be emphasized that machine learning algorithms are highly context-specific

and they are efficient when they can be tailored to test a particular hypothesis in its

applicable setting.

When machine learning is being applied to clinical data, all biological knowledge

derived from the training samples must be carefully selected, such that the algorithms

are able to ascertain relationships between inputs and responses and generalize them

to make further predictions for new inputs [88]. In order to exploit the advantages and

complementarity of both frameworks, we argue that constraint-based GSMMs and

machine learning can be formulated as a joint problem by embedding stoichiometric

constraints in a learning task [60]. Thus, we can envisage the ideal model as one

that can leverage the quantitative power of machine learning with the biological

interpretability provided by data-enriched GSMMs.

GSMMs are sufficiently flexible to accommodate data corresponding to specific

cell types, processes or environments within the human body. For example, context-

specific metabolic profiles have been generated using the integration of gene expres-

sion measurements with drug-specific small intestine epithelial cell metabolic models

[89]. In this instance, gene expression and flux measurements were subsequently

used as features for a multi-label support vector machine to predict the occurrence of

gastrointestinal side effects and to cluster drugs according to their latent similarities.

A metabolic network could be also represented as a neural network that incorporates

a number of hidden layers comprising multiple omic data types [90].
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A range of machine learning algorithms have been successfully applied to settings

where the features originate from different omic domains, including recent attempts

where mechanistic features were generated by GSMMs [62, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97,

98]. These approaches have achieved the goal of improving the performance achieved

by single-omic datasets for various predictive tasks, while also ensuring biological

interpretability of the machine learning predictions. In the following section, we

provide a step-by-step tutorial centred on the integration of machine learning and

metabolic modeling.

3 Methods

We here describe a series of tutorials for the analysis of cancer-related clinical data

within a joint framework that combines metabolic modeling and machine learning.

Firstly, we demonstrate how tissue-specific gene expression values measured for

cancer cells can be integrated within a human GSMM to yield context-specific flux

predictions (Section 3.1). Subsequently, we show how both the initial transcriptomic

dataset and the newly-generated fluxomic dataset can be used as input data for either

survival analysis (Section 3.2) or the application of multimodal machine learning

via classification or regression tasks (Section 3.3). The code associated with these

tutorials can be found at https://github.com/Angione-Lab/Tutorials_Combining_ML_

and_GSMM. We note that the example analyses shown here are simply one of many

potential implementations of machine learning, and the reader is encouraged to select

the type of method most applicable to their data.

https://github.com/Angione-Lab/Tutorials_Combining_ML_and_GSMM
https://github.com/Angione-Lab/Tutorials_Combining_ML_and_GSMM
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3.1 Integrating Gene Expression Data into Flux Balance Analysis

This tutorial describes how gene expression data (e.g. for breast cancer patients) can

be integrated within a human GSMM to perform tissue-specific flux balance analysis

and yield context-specific metabolic fluxes.

Tutorial 3.1: Tissue-Specific 
FBA

(i) Load GSMM and associated 
variables

(ii) Load gene expression data 
and define its dimensions

(iii) Create output vectors

(iv) Run model

(v) Obtain flux values for use as 
features in future analyses

Load fbamodel, pos_genes_in_react_expr,
reaction_expression, ixs_genes_by_length

Read matrix (gene_expression_data)
with p genes and n patients

Define variables to store outputs of flux balance 
analysis (biomass and fluxes)

Perform regularized flux balance analysis using 
evaluate_objective with optimal gamma

Save matrix (fluxes)

Fig. 2 Tutorial 3.1. Tissue-Specific FBA.

3.1.1 System Requirements

If required, ensure that the latest versions of MATLAB (R2020b Update 2 at the

time of writing), git and the COBRA Toolbox are installed before beginning. The

MATLAB programming language can be downloaded from https://uk.mathworks.

com/downloads/.

https://uk.mathworks.com/downloads/
https://uk.mathworks.com/downloads/
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Instructions for configuring git and downloading/testing the COBRA Toolbox and

its compatible solvers are provided here: https://opencobra.github.io/cobratoolbox/

stable/installation.html. All installations can be run using Linux, Mac or Windows op-

erating systems, but in this tutorial we describe analyses run using the Windows plat-

form and the Gurobi Optimizer https://www.gurobi.com/products/gurobi-optimizer/.

3.1.2 Flux Balance Analysis

Within the MATLAB computing environment, add the COBRA Toolbox and code

directories to the file path to ensure that they are accessible:

1 % Add the path to COBRA Toolbox

2 addpath(genpath('C:\Program Files\MATLAB\R2020b\toolbox\cobra'));

Initialize the COBRA Toolbox (this step only needs to be completed once):

3 % Initialize the COBRA Toolbox

4 initCobraToolbox

Select the quadratic optimization solver:

5 % Select Gurobi as the quadratic solver

6 changeCobraSolver('gurobi','QP');

7 % Avoid solver feasibility error by adjusting the optimization

parameter

8 changeCobraSolverParams('QP', 'method', 1);

Load the required variables within a local directory available to MATLAB:

9 % Human genome−scale model of breast cancer

10 load('fbamodel.mat');

11 % Array indexing the position of genes within reactions

12 load('pos_genes_in_react_expr.mat');

https://opencobra.github.io/cobratoolbox/stable/installation.html
https://opencobra.github.io/cobratoolbox/stable/installation.html
https://www.gurobi.com/products/gurobi-optimizer/
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13 % Array defining the connection between genes and reactions

14 load('reaction_expression.mat');

15 % Array indexing genes by their length (required when replacing

genes with their expression values)

16 load('ixs_genes_sorted_by_length');

Read in the gene expression data from a .csv file. The file should contain the normal-

ized gene expression values of p genes (rows) for n samples (columns). Here, every

sample represents a gene expression value associated with a single patient:

17 % Load gene expression data

18 Data = readmatrix('gene_expression_data.csv');

19 % Define the dimensions of the data

20 % p genes (rows) and n samples (columns)

21 p = size(Data,1);

22 n = size(Data,2);

Define vectors to store the biomass outcomes and flux outputs:

23 % Vector to store the optimal biomass flux for each sample

24 biomass = zeros(1,n);

25 % Matrix to store the total fluxes obtained for each sample

26 fluxes = zeros(size(fbamodel.rxns,1),n);

The flux balance analysis is carried out using the function evaluate_objective, which

regularizes the flux distribution by minimizing norm-2 for the user-defined objective

function (f). The regularized optimization is formulated by subtracting a concave

function from the objective, where σ = 10−6 [99]:

max f ᵀv− σ

2
vᵀv

such that Sv = 0,

vmin
ϕ(Θ)≤ v≤ vmax

ϕ(Θ)

(6)
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Here, S is the stoichiometric matrix recording all reactions and metabolites within

the GSMM, v is the vector of reaction flux rates and f is a Boolean vector of weights

selecting the objective reaction in v, while vmin and vmax are vectors representing

the lower- and upper-limits for the flux rates in v for the unconstrained model. The

gene set expression of reactions associated with the fluxes in v are represented by the

vector Θ .

ϕ is a function mapping the expression level of each gene set to a coefficient for

the lower- and upper-limits of the corresponding reaction, where γ represents the

strength of gene expression mapped to each reaction in the model:

ϕ(Θ) = [1+ γ |log(Θ)|]sgn(Θ−1) (7)

In this instance, the function employed is logarithmic [100] but several alternatives

could be used, including linear functions that can also be set in a reaction-specific

fashion [101]. For each variable in pos_genes_in_react_expr, each substring of

reaction_expression is replaced with a value representing their gene expression. For

reactions whose genes are not differentially expressed (e.g. exchange reactions),

this value is set to 1 - i.e. equivalent to a gene expressed normally without up- or

down-regulation.

The value of γ can be determined using a grid-search within a range of different

values to select the optimum value providing the highest model accuracy (γ = 10 has

been used in this example).

The code below shows how to run the model for each patient and save the flux outputs

in a .csv file:

27 % Set the gamma value

28 gamma = 10;
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29 % For each sample in the dataset, calculate the flux distribution by

optimizing the flux objective f

30 for i=1:n

31 [v_out, f_out] = evaluate_objective(gamma,Data(:,i),fbamodel,genes,

reaction_expression,pos_genes_in_react_expr,

ixs_genes_sorted_by_length);

32 % Save the biomass values in the vector created in line 24

33 biomass(i) = f_out;

34 % Store the total flux distribution in the matrix created in line 26

35 fluxes(:,i) = array2table(v_out);

36 end

37 % Save the flux values for all samples into a .csv file to be used

for survival analysis and machine learning applications

38 writematrix(fluxes,'fluxes.csv');

The function evaluate_objective uses the instruction below to solve the flux balance

analysis problem (from the COBRA Toolbox):

39 % This command is integrated within evaluate_objective and does not

need to be run as part of the tutorial

40 [solution] = optimizeCbModel(fbamodel,'max', 1e−6);

41 f_out = solution.f;

42 v_out = solution.v;

3.2 Survival Analysis

The following tutorial describes a multi-modal time-to-event and survival prediction

model for cancer that takes metabolic fluxes and survival data as inputs.
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Tutorial 3.2: Survival Analysis

(i) Import libraries

(ii) Load flux and survival data

(iii) Define training/test sets

(iv) Normalize data via feature 
scaling

(v) Fit training data to CoxPH
model

Import sksurv, pandas, numpy and sklearn

Load fluxes as X and survival as Y

Specify proportion of test set and choose 
optimal combination of hyperparameters

Perform feature scaling on the flux data (X)

Estimate time-to-event by applying Cox 
regression to X and Y training samples 

(vi) Fit test data to CoxPH model

(vii) Evaluate model fit using C-
index

Predict survival by applying training estimator 
on X test samples 

Validate the predictive ability of the survival 
model using Harrell’s concordance index on Y 
test samples

Fig. 3 Tutorial 3.2. Survival Analysis.

First, we need to import the associated libraries:

43 # Import libraries for feature scaling and selection, fitting and

evaluation of the survival model

44 import sksurv

45 import pandas as pd

46 import numpy as np

47 from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split

48 from sklearn.preprocessing import StandardScaler()

49 from sksurv.linear_model import CoxPHSurvivalAnalysis
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50 from sksurv.metrics import concordance_index_censored

We must then load the flux and survival data, which we define as X and Y vari-

ables. fluxes.csv is obtained from the earlier FBA analysis in Section 3.1 and sur-

vival_data.csv contains two columns describing censored status and survival time for

each patient:

51 # Load flux data as the X variable

52 X = pd.read_csv('fluxes.csv')

53 # Load survival data as the Y variable

54 Y = pd.read_csv('survival_data.csv')

Both these variables need to be divided into two subsets: the training set and the test

set. The training set is used to train the model and ascertain the optimal combination

of hyperparameters that define it. Following this, the test set is used to assess the

predictive power of the model. Once the best combination of hyperparameters has

been chosen, different models can be compared for the same test set.

In this instance, 20% of the data is used for testing (defined using the parameter

test_size = 0.2):

55 # Define the training and test sets and specify the proportion of

data to be used as the test set

56 X_train, X_test, Y_train, Y_test = train_test_split(X, Y, test_size

= 0.2, random_state = 1)

Prior to analysis, feature scaling must be performed on training and test sets of the X

variable:
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57 # Perform feature scaling on the flux data

58 sc_X = StandardScaler()

59 X_train = sc_X.fit_transform(X_train)

60 X_test = sc_X.transform(X_test)

We use Cox regression for analyzing our training samples as follows:

61 # Fit the training data to the Cox proportional hazards model

62 estimator = CoxPHSurvivalAnalysis()

63 estimator.fit(X_train, Y_train)

This is followed by fitting the same estimator on the test set to make our final

time-to-event prediction:

64 # Fit the test data to the Cox proportional hazards model

65 prediction = estimator.predict(X_test)

Finally, we check the concordance index on the test set to validate the predictive

ability of the survival model:

66 # Evaluate the fit of the survival model using Harrell`s concordance

index

67 result = concordance_index_censored(Y_test['Event'], Y_test['Time'],

prediction)
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3.3 Multi-omic Data Integration and Machine Learning Analyses

Classification approaches comprise many instance-based machine learning algo-

rithms that solve problems based on instances seen in training. Such algorithms in-

clude support vector machines (SVMs), k-nearest neighbour (kNN), self-organizing

maps, and locally weighted learning. On the other hand, regression-based approaches

can prove useful in analyzing relationships between variables, e.g. between metabolic

fluxes (x) and their corresponding growth rates (y).

In the following tutorial, instances of early- and late-stage data integration of gene

expression and metabolic flux values are demonstrated, according to the type of

machine learning analyses that are performed. Herein, in the case of classification

using SVM and kNN, data integration is performed at an early stage, whereas late-

stage integration is adopted in the case of neural networks.

3.3.1 System Requirements

We suggest that the reader installs Python and all the required packages via the data

science platform Anaconda, which can be downloaded from https://www.anaconda.

com/. Anaconda installs all the necessary additional libraries for the tutorial by de-

fault, with the exception of keras (with tensorflow backend) which can be downloaded

like any other package using the conda installer in Anaconda.

https://www.anaconda.com/
https://www.anaconda.com/
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Tutorial 3.3a: Classification with 
Early Integration

(i) Import libraries

(ii) Load flux and gene 
expression values and combine 

them

(iii) Split data into training and 
test sets

(iv) Normalize training and test 
sets

Import pandas, matplotlib and sklearn

Read fluxes and gene_expression_data
Concatenate [metabolic_data, 
gene_expression_data]

Specify proportion of test data and randomize 
training:test split for reproducibility

(v) Select hyperparameters

(vi) Cross-validate 
hyperparameters

Select hyperparameters for fine tuning SVC 
and kNN models

Use grid-search to compare hyperparametric 
combinations for robustness

Perform feature scaling on X training samples 
and use same parameters to normalize X test 
samples

(vii) Train model with optimal 
parameters

Fit best combination of parameters to the 
model with training samples

(viii) Generate predictions for 
test set

(ix) Compare robustness 
between SVC and kNN

Obtain final predictions using test set samples

Compute balanced accuracy scores and plot 
ROC curves to evaluate SVC and kNN
performance

Fig. 4 Tutorial 3.3a. Classification with Early Integration.
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3.3.2 Classification Task with Early Data Integration

In this tutorial, two methods for classification are adopted: Support Vector Machine

and k-Nearest Neighbour classifiers. The first step is to import all the necessary

libraries:

68 # Import libraries for feature scaling, model selection, SVC, kNN

and comparison metrics

69 import pandas as pd

70 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

71 from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split, GridSearchCV

72 from sklearn.preprocessing import LabelEncoder, StandardScaler

73 from sklearn.svm import SVC

74 from sklearn.neighbors import KNeighborsClassifier

75 from sklearn.metrics import balanced_accuracy_score, plot_roc_curve

Following this, we import fluxes.csv, which contains the metabolic fluxes for each

sample in our dataset and gene_expression_data.csv which contains the respective

gene expression levels and the class information.

76 # Import flux data

77 metabolic_data = pd.read_csv('fluxes.csv', encoding='utf−8')

78 # Disregard the null fluxes

79 metabolic_data = metabolic_data.loc[:, (metabolic_data.abs() >= 1e

−7)

80 .any(axis=0)]

81 # Import gene expression data

82 gene_expression_data = pd.read_csv('gene_expression_data.csv',

83 encoding='utf−8')

As part of the early data integration, we combine the gene expression and flux data

values and ensure that all data labels are numerical and normalized:
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84 # Concatenate the gene expression and flux data matrices

85 dataset = pd.concat([metabolic_data, gene_expression_data],

86 axis=1)

87 # Define the X and Y variables

88 X = dataset[dataset.columns[:−1]]

89 Y = dataset[dataset.columns[−1]]

90 # Transform all labels to numerical normalized labels

91 Y = LabelEncoder().fit_transform(Y)

Similar to the survival analysis, we partition the concatenated data into training and

test sets. In this instance, we specify that 30% of the initial data will be used as the

test set:

92 # Specify the proportion of data to be used as the test set

93 percent_test = 0.3

94 # Ensure reproducibility of the results by setting the random_state

parameter

95 rndm_state = 0

96 X_train, X_test, Y_train, Y_test = train_test_split(X, Y,

97 test_size=percent_test, shuffle=True,

98 random_state=rndm_state)

Following this, the data have to be normalized so that all the feature are comparable

and the algorithms can learn from them without effects due to magnitude:

99 # Perform feature scaling to normalize the training data

100 stdscaler = StandardScaler()

101 X_train = stdscaler.fit_transform(X_train)

102 # Normalize the test set with the same parametric values as the

training set

103 X_test = stdscaler.transform(X_test)
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In order to optimize the model for our data, we need to select the best hyperparameter

combination for the SVC. This is achieved by trying all possibilities according to

the parametric values defined below. Here, the main function of the kernel is to

define the high-dimensional space in which the data would be linearly separable by a

hyperplane whereas C is a penalty term that controls the tradeoff between building

a smooth decision boundary and classifying the training points correctly without

overfitting:

104 # Perform parametric tuning for SVC by creating a dictionary

containing parameters for kernels and C

105 svc_params = {

106 'kernel': ['poly', 'rbf', 'sigmoid'],

107 'C':[1, 5, 10]

108 }

A cross-validation approach is used to robustly compare the hyperparametric combi-

nations, where in each split the proportion of classes is maintained:

109 # Create a GridSearchCV object and fit it to the training data

110 grd_search_scv = GridSearchCV(estimator=SVC(), param_grid=svc_params

, cv=10)

111 grd_search_scv.fit(X_train, Y_train)

The best hyperparametric combination is then selected to train the model from scratch

and test it on the test set:

112 # Find the optimal parameters and use them to fit the model

113 svc = SVC(C=grd_search_scv.best_params_['C'],

114 kernel=grd_search_scv.best_params_['kernel'])

115 svc.fit(X_train, Y_train)
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The same process is repeated for the kNN, but with different hyperparameters. Here,

n_neighbors represents the number of neighbors used for the KNeighbors queries

whereas p determines the metric used to compute distances between data points:

116 # Perform parametric tuning for kNN by creating a dictionary

containing parameters for n_neighbors and p

117 knn_params = {

118 'n_neighbors': [5, 7, 9],

119 'p':[1, 2]

120 }

121 # Create a GridSearchCV object and fit it to the training data

122 grd_search_knn = GridSearchCV(estimator=KNeighborsClassifier(),

123 param_grid=knn_params, cv=10)

124 grd_search_knn.fit(X_train, Y_train)

125 # Find the optimal parameters and use them to fit the model

126 kNN = KNeighborsClassifier(

127 n_neighbors=grd_search_knn.best_params_['n_neighbors'],

128 p=grd_search_knn.best_params_['p'])

129 kNN.fit(X_train, Y_train)

Finally, we compute balanced accuracy scores and plot ROC curves to compare the

robustness between the two methods:

130 # Compute balanced accuracy score for SVC

131 Y_pred = svc.predict(X_test)

132 svc_acc = balanced_accuracy_score(Y_test, Y_pred)

133 # Compute balanced accuracy score for kNN

134 Y_pred = kNN.predict(X_test)

135 knn_acc = balanced_accuracy_score(Y_test, Y_pred)

136 # Print balanced accuracy scores for both methods
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137 print('SVC accuracy: {}, kNN accuracy:{}'.format(svc_acc, knn_acc))

138 # Get the current axes, creating one if necessary

139 ax = plt.gca()

140 # Plot receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for SVC and

kNN and display them in the same figure

141 svc_roc = plot_roc_curve(svc, X_test, Y_test, ax=ax)

142 knn_roc = plot_roc_curve(kNN, X_test, Y_test, ax=ax)

143 knn_roc.figure_.suptitle(ROC curves)

144 plt.show()

3.3.3 Regression Task with Late Data Integration

In this tutorial, we employ neural networks to incorporate different types of omic

data within a regression task. We achieve this by building two single-view neural

networks to learn omic-specific features and combining their hidden layers as inputs

of a multimodal neural network to learn multi-omic features.

As in the previous tutorials, we begin by importing libraries as required:

145 # Import pandas and numpy libraries for data analysis

146 import numpy as np

147 import pandas as pd

148 from sklearn.preprocessing import StandardScaler

149 # Import the metric to calculate mean squared error

150 from sklearn.metrics import mean_squared_error

151 # Import Tensorflow libraries for deep learning

152 from tensorflow.keras.callbacks import EarlyStopping

153 from tensorflow.keras.models import Model

154 from tensorflow.keras.layers import Dense, Dropout, Input,

Concatenate
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Tutorial 3.3b: Regression with 
Late Integration

(i) Import libraries

(ii) Build regression models

(iii) Load flux and gene 
expression values

(iv) Split data into training and 
test sets

Import numpy, pandas, sklearn and tensorflow

(vi) Define optimization 
procedure

(vii) Initialize single view models

(viii) Fit single view models

(ix) Initialize multimodal model

(x) Fit multimodal model

(xi) Generate multimodal 
predictions

Define structure of two single view models and 
one multi-modal model

Read fluxes and gene_expression_data

Specify proportion of test set

Define number of epochs, batches, learning 
rate and validation set split
Define stochastic gradient descent algorithm 
with early stopping

Initialize separate single-view models for the 
gene expression and flux datasets

Fit both single-view models on training samples
Evaluate models on validation sets at the end 
of each epoch

Initialize multimodal neural network with hidden 
neurons from single view models

Fit multimodal model with training samples

Make predictions with multimodal model using 
test data 

(xii) Evaluate performance Evaluate quality of multimodal estimator by 
calculating mean squared error

(v) Normalize training and test 
sets

Perform feature scaling on training samples and 
use same parameters to normalize test samples

Fig. 5 Tutorial 3.3b. Regression with Late Integration.
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155 from tensorflow.keras.optimizers import SGD

156 from tensorflow.keras.constraints import max_norm

We now need to define the neural network models. Firstly, we build a 4 layer feed-

forward network using Keras for the single-view model:

157 # Define the neural network model to use with only one view

158 def init_model(input_dim, learning_rate, epochs, momentum, neurons,

159 trainable=True):

160 input = Input(shape=(input_dim,))

161 layer = Dense(neurons, activation='sigmoid',

162 kernel_constraint=max_norm(3)) (input)

163 layer = Dropout(rate=0.6) (layer)

164 layer = Dense(neurons, activation='sigmoid',

165 kernel_constraint=max_norm(3)) (layer)

166 layer = Dropout(rate=0.6) (layer)

167 predictions = Dense(1, activation='linear') (layer)

168 model = Model(inputs=input, outputs=predictions)

169 rms = SGD(lr=learning_rate, decay=learning_rate / epochs,

170 momentum=momentum)

171 model.trainable = trainable

172 if (trainable) :

173 model.compile(loss='mean_squared_error', optimizer=rms,

174 metrics=['mean_squared_error'])

175 return model

We then build a multi-modal model, which uses a concatenation layer to join the

high-level features representations learned by the two single-view models, one for

gene expression and one for flux data:
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176 # Define the neural network to use in a multi−view fashion

177 def init_multi_model(input_dim,input_dim2, learning_rate, epochs,

178 momentum, neurons, metabolic_fluxes_layer,

179 gene_expression_layer):

180 metabolic_fluxes_input = Input(shape=(input_dim,))

181 gene_expression_input = Input(shape=(input_dim2,))

182 comb_layer = Concatenate()([

183 metabolic_fluxes_layer(metabolic_fluxes_input),

184 gene_expression_layer(gene_expression_input)])

185 comb_layer = Dense(neurons, activation='sigmoid',

186 kernel_constraint=max_norm(3)) (comb_layer)

187 predictions = Dense(1, activation='linear') (comb_layer)

188 model = Model(inputs=[

189 metabolic_fluxes_input, gene_expression_input],

190 outputs=predictions)

191 rms = SGD(lr=learning_rate, decay=learning_rate / epochs,

192 momentum=momentum)

193 model.compile(loss='mean_squared_error', optimizer=rms,

194 metrics=['mean_squared_error'])

195 return model

The data are the same as in the classification tutorial, except for the last column of

gene_expression_data.csv, which contains continue values instead of class labels:

196 # Specify the proportion of data to be used as the test set

197 percent_test = 0.3

198 # Import flux data

199 metabolic_data = pd.read_csv('fluxes.csv', encoding='utf−8')

200 # Disregard null fluxes

201 metabolic_data = metabolic_data.loc[:, (metabolic_data.abs() >= 1e

−7)
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202 .any(axis=0)]

203 # Import gene expression data

204 gene_expression_data = pd.read_csv('gene_expression_data.csv',

205 encoding='utf−8')

206 X = gene_expression_data[gene_expression_data.columns[:−1]]

207 Y = gene_expression_data[gene_expression_data.columns[−1]]

208 # Split gene expression data into training and test sets

209 gene_expression_train, gene_expression_test, Y_train, Y_test =

210 train_test_split(X, Y, test_size=percent_test,

211 shuffle=False)

212 # Split flux data into training and test sets

213 metabolic_fluxes_train, metabolic_fluxes_test = train_test_split(

214 X, test_size=percent_test, shuffle=False)

As in the previous tutorial, the data have to be first normalized so that the training

will be easier for the models:

215 # Perform feature scaling to normalize the training data

216 stdscaler_f = StandardScaler()

217 stdscaler_g = StandardScaler()

218 metabolic_fluxes_train = stdscaler_f.fit_transform(

metabolic_fluxes_train)

219 gene_expression_train = stdscaler_g.fit_transform(

gene_expression_train)

220 # Normalize the test sets with the same parametric values as the

training sets

221 metabolic_fluxes_test = stdscaler_f.transform(metabolic_fluxes_test)

222 gene_expression_test = stdscaler_g.transform(gene_expression_test)

The neural network is optimized using stochastic gradient descent and an early-

stopping approach is adopted to prevent the network from learning irrelevant features

in the data, which would hinder generalization:
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223 # Define the number of epochs, batches, learning rate and validation

set split size

224 epochs = 6000

225 batches = 256

226 lrate = 0.005

227 validation = 0.2

228 lrate2 = 0.05

229 epochs2 = 500

230 # Define the stochastic gradient descent algorithm and the early

stopping strategy to prevent overfitting

231 rms = SGD(lr=lrate , decay=lrate / epochs, momentum=0.75)

232 earlyStopping=EarlyStopping(monitor='val_loss', patience=15000,

233 verbose=0, mode='auto')

The two types of data (gene expression and flux rates) are processed by two separate

neural networks, and then the trained hidden layers of each network are used as

input in a third network to predict the regression values. The model is evaluated on a

validation dataset at the end of each training epoch to prevent overfitting:

234 # Initialize separate single−view models for the gene expression and

flux datasets

235 model_gene_expression = init_model(gene_expression_train.shape[1],

236 lrate, 3000, 0.75, 1000)

237 model_metabolic_fluxes = init_model(metabolic_fluxes_train.shape[1],

238 lrate, 3000, 0.75,1000)

239 # Fit both the learning models on the training data

240 model_gene_expression.fit(x=gene_expression_train, y=Y_train,

241 epochs=epochs, batch_size=batches,

242 validation_split=validation,

243 callbacks=[earlyStopping], verbose=0)
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244 model_metabolic_fluxes.fit(x=metabolic_fluxes_train, y=Y_train,

245 epochs=epochs, batch_size=batches,

246 validation_split=validation,

247 callbacks=[earlyStopping], verbose=0)

We remove the last layers in the two single-view models in order to use the trained

hidden neurons as input for the multimodal neural network:

248 # Remove the last layer from each single view model

249 model_gene_expression.layers.pop()

250 model_gene_expression.layers.pop()

251 model_gene_expression.outputs = [model_gene_expression.layers[−1].

output]

252 model_metabolic_fluxes.layers.pop()

253 model_metabolic_fluxes.layers.pop()

254 model_metabolic_fluxes.outputs = [model_metabolic_fluxes.layers[−1].

output]

Finally, we initialize and train the multimodal model to make predictions on the test

set, using the mean squared error to evaluate performance:

255 # Initialize the multi−modal model

256 multi_modal_model = init_multi_model(metabolic_fluxes_train.shape

[1],

257 gene_expression_train.shape[1], lrate2, epochs2,

258 0.75, 15, model_metabolic_fluxes,

259 model_gene_expression)

260 # Fit the multi−modal model using training samples

261 multi_modal_model.fit(x=[metabolic_fluxes_train,

gene_expression_train],
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262 y=Y_train, epochs=epochs2, batch_size=batches,

263 validation_split=validation, verbose=0)

264 # Generate predictions for the test set samples

265 predictions = multi_modal_model.predict([metabolic_fluxes_test,

266 gene_expression_test])

267 # Print mean squared error

268 print('MSE: ', mean_squared_error(predictions, Y_test))

4 Notes

4.1 Conclusions

Metabolic models can be adapted to suit several applications by integrating additional

data, for instance to simulate metabolism under specific genetic or environmental

conditions, thus generating condition-specific GSMMs that are mechanistically and

biologically interpretable. At the same time, given the difficulty in extracting informa-

tion from large and complex datasets, machine learning algorithms can be harnessed

to reduce dimensionality and elucidate cross-omic relationships. Constraint-based

modeling is ideally poised to bridge the gap between knowledge-driven biologi-

cal datasets and biologically-agnostic machine learning models, thus consolidating

these two computational frameworks in order to reveal novel insights relating to

metabolism. Machine learning algorithms and constraint-based models share com-

plementary characteristics and common mathematical bases which makes them

compatible to be combined. On one hand, GSMMs provide critical data in terms

of stoichiometry and the genetic control of biochemical reactions. On the other

hand, machine learning can deconstruct biological complexity by extracting relevant
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outputs from data. Together, they improve omic-based statistical and machine learn-

ing analyses by supplementing the learning process with biological knowledge and

refining phenotypic predictions.

4.2 Significance of Generating Fluxomic Data

In this chapter, we have provided instances of targeted hybrid approaches that can

better leverage the advantages of multiple methods, whilst offsetting their respective

limitations. In Section 2.3, we illustrated how multi-omic data integration presents

the unique advantage of tracking biological processes across multiple functional

states. Through simulating flux using GSMMs, an additional (fluxomic) perspective

is generated, which facilitates the identification of metabolically significant fluxes

and adaptive mechanisms that are not apparent when analyzing each type of data in

isolation. It is expected that integrating further omic datasets, i.e. further data views in

a multimodal machine learning setting could derive even more detailed insights into

metabolic adaptations, or better support existing findings in the biomedical context.

4.3 Multi-omic Functional Redundancy

In addition to considering the quality of data when generating replicates across differ-

ent omics, a balance needs to be struck between achieving sufficient statistical power

and coverage of biological variability whilst reducing the batch effect. However, com-

bining omic datasets increases the risk of introducing redundancies across different

types of data, which must be resolved in order to prevent generalization of models on

other data samples. This is particularly applicable in the case of fluxomic data, which
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are derived as a direct result of other omics incorporated within metabolic models.

As a consequence, this necessitates the development of new generative techniques

or regularization approaches specifically for flux outputs. Although all omics are

directly interpretable from a biological perspective, their integration within machine

learning tasks remains limited by the interpretability of results generated from the

most complex techniques such as neural networks. This calls for the development of

better, more interpretable models tailored for the analysis of multi-omic data.

4.4 Future Applications

The prospective research directions that could be followed include the building and

testing of new mathematical models that would, for instance, allow the prediction

of behavior for different types of cancer under diverse environmental conditions.

Further studies could also devise new ways to incorporate microbial networks and

their influence on human cells. Particularly, studies incorporating signalling and

regulatory networks could introduce additional information in relation to factors that

are not included in the human genome but still affect cellular functions. Through this

chapter, we hope that prospective readers in the biomedical field can see the merits

of fusing data from multiple sources in a data-driven manner. This can be achieved

by finding suitable machine-learning approaches that can be applied to the data and

task at hand, with the goal of building more accurate and biologically interpretable

(white-box) predictive models.
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